Operation Manual
series

852951-8900

MFB-930SW F01 L60

MFB-930SW F01 C60

MFB-920SW F01 L60

MFB-920SW F01 C60

Preface
Thank you for purchasing a FRANCE BED product.
This operation manual contains cautions and operating instructions to help ensure safe use of the
product.
● Read this operation manual thoroughly and gain an appropriate understanding of the product before
using it.
● Keep the operation manual in the designated place for future reference.

About products other than the bed itself
● For optional items such as grips for beds other than the bed body, read the instruction manual
included with the optional items carefully and understand the contents before using them.
● After reading the instruction manual, keep it in the designated place together with the instruction
manual for the bed so that it can be taken out whenever necessary.
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1． Safety Information

About Symbols
This operation manual uses a variety of symbols to assist you to correctly handle and use the product to
prevent the patient and others from being injured and to prevent damage to property.
The meanings of these symbols are described below.
It is important that you read these descriptions and gain a thorough understanding of them.
Indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if not avoided, may result in
serious injury.
Indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if not avoided, may result in
minor injury or property damage.
This symbol indicates an action that must never be carried out under any
circumstances.
This symbol indicates an action that must always be carried out.

This symbol depicts an action that should not be taken.

When using the bed
The installation and disassembling of the bed should be operated by the professional staff in
our company. Don’t install and disassemble by yourself in order to avoid big accident.
After the assembly of the nursing bed, it is difficult to move the position. Therefore, before
assembly, please confirm the location of the socket in the room, drawers and doors of the
furniture, etc., so as to prevent them from being blocked by the nursing bed and the bed will be
unable to be used.

Please use on the flat place indoor. Don’t use outside or in the
bathroom in order to avoid looseness, deformation or accident.

Please insure the intensity of the bed. Besides, please take care when
installing in order to avoid damage to the surface of the floor.
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Flat
place
indoor

Please make sure the Head&Foot board and the casters are locked to
avoid accident.
Please place the bed away from obstructions, such as wall and
furniture. Don’t place anything around the bed.
●Head/Leg side and wall：over 10 cm.
●broadside and wall：over 5 cm.
In order to avoid damage to the surroundings and cause accident and
malfunction.
Please don’t put the bed in high-temperature and wet place to avoid
deformation, bend, rust, mold and damage.

Please avoid exposure to direct sunlight and the blowing of
air-conditioner. Besides, don’t place the appliance near the bed such
as stove to avoid deformation, discoloring, crack and fire.

Please don’t place the power cord under heavy objects to avoid
damage to the cord and cause fire and electric shock.

Please insert the plug into the outlet directly, and don’t insert several
plugs at the same time in case that it will exceed the capacity of the
outlet and cause fire.
AC220V

Please use the power supply of AC 220V, 60Hz to avoid fire and
electric shock.

Don’t put things above the bed in case that they fall down during
earthquake and cause injury.
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Using

Our products

Please use the side rail and mattress which conform to the medical
bed specifications produced by our company.

The bed operations (upper body up/down, legs up/down, bed
up/down, and turning) may adversely affect the medical condition
of patients with specific symptoms. Follow your doctor's
instructions before using the bed.
Never let children play near the bed. Pay attention to children's
behavior near the bed. Keep the bed control handset out of reach
of children.
Otherwise, an unexpected accident may result.

When raising or lowering the upper body, make sure that the
patient is centered on the bed, lying in the supine position.
Any other position may cause strain for a patient lying on a bed.

When you operate the bed using the bed control handset, always
check to ensure the safety of the patient, areas around and under
the bed, patients and objects around the bed area. Mind your step
as well. If there is any danger, be sure to immediately stop
operating the bed. Pay particular attention when side rails and bed
grips are used.
Otherwise, an accident such as an injury or damage may result.

When users are up to or out of the bed, please adjust the bedstead to the level state for avoiding
destroying the bedstead or accident.
Use the bed by adjusting its height to an appropriate level. It is
recommended that the height of the bed is sufficient for the patient
to sit on it or lower. For safety reasons, keep the bed in the lowest
position when unattended.
If the bed is not at an appropriate level, a patient may fall when he or she gets
on or off the bed.
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Please don’t let the people, who can’t operate the remote control correctly or can’t press the
button exactly because of changes in physical condition, please don’t change to avoid accident.
The bed is designed for adults. This bed should not be used by
children younger than 12 years, newborns or infants.
This bed should not be used by patients who do not have the
necessary cognitive skills to understand the information in the
operation manual or on caution and warning labels.
Otherwise, an unexpected accident may result.

Do not place any parts of the patient’s body or objects under the
bed or into space between raised platforms and the frame. Where it
is anticipated that patients who do not have the necessary
cognitive skills to understand the information in the operation
manual or on caution and warning labels may unintentionally use
the bed control handset, it will be necessary to take appropriate
actions to prevent entrapment. To do so, turn the safety switch on
the bed control handset to lock all bed controls.
There is a risk of injury due to being pinched.

Please don’t jump, stand or sit on the bed when rising to avoid
injury and damage.
Do not jump on the mattress, or stand/sit on the bed with the
platform raised or when using the turning function.
Doing so may result in damage to the bed or injury.

The maximum working load is 1700 N (approx. 170 kg). The
weight limit of the occupant of the bed is approximately 135 kg.
Do not use the bed when the total weight including patient,
accessories and mattress exceeds 1700 N.
Otherwise, the bed may be damaged or a serious accident may occur.

Never permit more than one patient on or in the bed at any time.
Failure to do so may result in a serious accident.
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Under 1700N

The rated working time of motor is two minutes. Don’t use
continuously over two minutes. When you need to use next time,
please wait for enough time and let the motor cool down to avoid
malfunction.
Do not put cords into the gap between a side rail and a bed grip.
Otherwise, they may become entangled when a bed control (e.g. upper body platform up/down mechanism) is
operated, resulting in an accident or damage.

Do not route cords of electrical equipment other than the bed under or in the bed.
Otherwise, cords may get tangled in casters or moving parts, which may cause a fire or electric shock.

Do not use a damaged bed, side rails or bed grips.
Otherwise, a fire or accident may result.

Never get off the bed forcibly through the gap between the side
rail and the bed grip, or climb over them.
Otherwise, a serious accident may occur.

If the bed does not operate appropriately, be sure to remove the power plug from the outlet and
refer to the items described in "TROUBLESHOOTING" in this operation manual. If the
problem persists even after referring to the manual, stop using the bed immediately, remove
the power plug from the outlet, and ask the dealer or our customer service staff to carry out
repairs.

If electric controls are not going to be used for an extended period
or in the event of a power failure, thunder or earthquake, remove
the power plug from the outlet.
Failure to do so may lead to an accident or malfunction.

Be sure to remove the cord by pulling the plug, not the cord.
Otherwise, the cords may be damaged and cause a fire or electric shock.
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Tidy areas around the bed on a regular basis.
Cluttered areas around the bed may cause an unexpected injury.

If damage (e.g. exposed core or burnout) has occurred to the
power cord, remove the power plug from the outlet immediately,
and contact our dealer or customer service staff.
If you continue to use it, a fire or electric shock may result.

Press buttons on the bed control handset, one by one, according to the control(s) required.
Pressing multiple buttons on the bed control handset at the same time or pressing the wrong button may cause
unintended movement, which may cause injury to a patient in the bed or people around the bed.

When the bed control handset is not being used, put it on the
outside of the headboard or on the outside of the side rail or bed
grip.
To prevent the bed from malfunctioning, be sure that you do not use the bed
control handset on the bed, and do not hang it inside the side rail or bed grip.

Please lock the safety switch on the back of remote control and
turn off the power to avoid misoperation and accident.

Lock
Safety switch

Please disassemble the Head&Foot board when caring the head or foot of patient to avoid
damage.

Please make sure the back section is under the rising state when
getting off the bed.

Exercise care to prevent clothing from becoming snagged on
protrusions (e.g. mattress retainers) when the patient gets on or off
the bed.
Failure to do so may result in injury.
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Please don’t get on or off the bed when the clothes is hooked to
avoid injury.

Do not smoke on a bed.
Doing so may cause damage or fire.

Do not handle the power plug with wet hands.
Otherwise, an electric shock may result.

Do not damage, modify, forcibly bend, twist, pull, bundle, pinch,
tie together, tuck, wind or heat any of the power cord, bed control
handset cord and settings controller cord.
Otherwise, the cords may be damaged and cause a fire or electric shock.

Do not spill water or any liquid on the motor, bed control handset
and any other electrical parts.
Otherwise, a failure or accident may result.

Do not press buttons on the bed control handset and settings controller with nail or sharp
pointed objects. Do not press them with excessive force.
Otherwise, a malfunction, such as damaged buttons, may result.

Do not drop, drag or forcibly pull the bed control handset.
Otherwise, a malfunction may occur.

Do not move the bed by holding the head or foot board.
Doing so may damage the bed.
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2． Part Names
●

The bed has caution labels as shown. Check the position and contents before use.
Notice label F
Mattress side stopper

Head board
Back board

Foot board
Notice label A（inside）

Foot board

Notice label F

Mattress stopper

Remote control
Notice label B（inside）

Accessory frame H
Gatch motor

Notice label D

Notice label D
Accessory frame F
Hi-lo link

Notice label C

Base frame
Safe operation load bearing
Main frame

label

Fixed foot
Caster
Notice label E
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These labels contain information indicating that special care should be taken in addition to the
precautions.
● Do not remove or damage (soil) it.

Caution label A

Caution label B

Caution label C

Caution label D

Caution label E

Caution label F

Safe operation load bearing
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3． Using the Bed
1．Preparation before use
Please prepare as below when the bed is used for the first time.
 Make sure that there are no obstructions around the bed. Securely insert the power plug into an
outlet. Be sure to leave a sufficient length of extra power cord.
 Make sure that each function operates correctly by pressing buttons on the bed control handset.
 Make sure that cords do not become entangled, also have sufficient extra length when the bed is in
the highest position.

Make sure that areas under and around the bed are clear of patients and objects before
operating the bed. Pay particular attention to the side rails and bed grips.
Press buttons on the bed control handset, one by one according to the motion(s) required.
Motors are not designed to operate continuously for more than two minutes. Do not use it for a
longer period. If it is operated continuously, the safety device will be activated and it will stop
operating. Wait until it cools down before using it again.
2．Operation way of remote control
● Before operation, long press [power button] to make the bed run. The monitor will show something.
(after power on, the angle and height on the monitor are expressed in [-])
● If you do not press [power button] for a long time, the bed will not work. When operating the bed,
please press the buttons of the remote control one by one. Pressing the button, angle of the back foot
board and the height of the bed body will be displayed on the monitor. The bed starts to run. After the
operation, for your safety, please long press [power button] to lock the operation.
Monitor
Button for back part
▲ Rise of back part
▼ Fall of back part

Power button
Lock lamp

Button for foot part
▲ Rise of foot part
▼ Fall of foot part

Pilot lamp

Button for back&foot part
▲ Rise of back&foot part
▼ Fall of back&foot part
Button for bed height
▲ Rise of bed height
▼ Fall of bed height

MFB-920

MFB-930
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●

Regarding power button

This remote control is equipped with "power button" to make it safer. With this button, you can reduce
the risk that the bed will work when you press the wrong button. The timer is internal, it becomes
naturally "off" after bed operation (about 40 seconds after the last button operation).
In order to increase the safety factor, press the "power button" in time after the operation.

If you do not press the "power button", the bed operation is not possible. Long press the
"power button" before operation, and begin to operate after the monitor show something.About
40 seconds after the last button operation, the monitor will go out and shut down.
3．Monitor representation
● Press the key to operate, the angle of the back foot board and the height of the bed body will be
displayed on monitor.

Rise of back（angle）

Rise of foot（angle）
※Only MFB-930 has the
function.

Rise and fall of bed
（Height）

MFB-920
4．Operation



MFB-930

method of safety switch

Put the switch onto the the pentagon hole at back side of the remote control and and turn the switch
to the mark of lock, it is possible to prohibit the operation by the remote control.






Turn it to the mark of rise and fall lock，and the operation of rise and fall will be prohibited.
Turn it to the mark of release, then the remote control can be used.
In case of blocking in or poor physical condition of user, please stop operation of remote control.
Switch to mark of [safety switch] to turn off the power. If you use it again, please press and hold
the power key.
（Rise and fall lock）

(Release）
（Lock）
Mark
Switch handle

Safety switch

Turn to the mark of lock, the bed will not work.
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5．Reset way


When the power is on, press the ▲ ▼ keys on both sides of the "height" of the remote control
continuously, and all parts will descend and reset to zero. The alarm will be reset after three rings.

Under the lock state of safety switch, （rise and fall lock/lock）can’t reset.

6．Operation method of back and foot part


By pressing the button of the remote control, you can adjust the back and foot part
Rise of back part






Rise of foot part

※Only suit




（Rising situation

for MFB-930.

Use when the leg is swollen or you want to raise the
leg.
It is recommended to lift up your foot section firstly to
prevent the slipping of body.

of foot part）

Rise and fall of back part and foot part

（Rising situation

Easy to get up.
Easy to eat and read as the backrest.
Ease the burden of the caregiver.
Secure the seat. (when using the side-up function)
Make the line of sight face the front. (use of head-up
function)

※Only suit

for MFB-930



The back part and foot part can be moved



synchronously.
Rising synchronously can prevent the slipping of
body.

of foot part）
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7．Internal angle keeping function


※Only suit for MFB-930

After the lift of back and foot part, the angle between back board and foot board shall not be too
narrow. The bed board and foot board work synchronized, the two boards keep a certain angle(over
110°)
When the back rises

When the foot rises

Over 110°

Over 110°

The back board falls to ensure the angle
of 110°

The foot board falls to ensure the angle
of 110°

8．Operation method of bed height(hi-lo function)
 The bed can rise and fall by pressing the buttons on the remote control.

Rise and fall of bed height




Utilization

of

bed

The height of bed can be adjusted when you stand up from bed.
The height can be adjusted when transferring to portable toilet and
wheel chair.
It is convenient for the caregivers to nurse in his/her comfortable
position by adjusting the height of bed.

height

adjust









The height can be changed, so the patient can stand up freely and
easy to transfer to portable toilet and wheel chair.
Sit on the mattress with heels on the ground and bend your knees
at a right angle to the leg. This gesture is safety and easy to stand
up.
Please note that the height of mattress must be higher than the
surface of portable toilet and wheel chair when transferring from
bed.
The height of the mattress should be lower than the surface the

patient sitting when returning back to the bed. Please adjust the
suitable height according to the differences of users.
Please fully understand the operating instruction, after you confirm each of the function, please
use the bed with the mattress putting on the bed cover plate.
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9．Shifting way of side-up action


By combining the function of side-up with the rise of back, the sitting posture can be stabilized
when the back is raised.



Lift the back to the right position, while lifting both sides of back board, rotate the roller of side-up.
Slowly lower the back board after shifting.
According to different situations, you can choose to use left and right side or only one side.



Back side

Roller of side-up
(side-up function)

(No side-up)

Please carry out slowly when the back board falls.
10．Shifting way of head-up
● Make the
line
sight face the front by head-up action.
11．Using
way
ofof
casters
● Lift the back to the angle of ３０～５０°, then lift the back board and hang the head-up link to the
 Four Individual casters all can be locked.
groove. Slowly lower the back board after shifting.
Unlock
 Please lock the casters if the bed is not moved.
 Don’t move the bed when the bed is locking.
Back board
Lock
Groove

Head-up link
(Head-up function)

(No head-up)

Please carry out slowly when the back board falls.

12. Using method of Option rack
 When using guardrails and handrails, grasp both ends of the installation strip, press and hold the
inside button until it is locked and pulled out, that is, the setting is successful.
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Option rack
Inside button

Please pull the option rack after confirming it has been locked.
Please pay attention not to get pinched when pulling out the option rack.

13．The assembling and disassembling way of head and foot board
●

Lift up the buckle of the head board and foot board of the bed, press and the buckle, pull out the
board upward at the same time, and then it can be removed. During installation, when the buckle is
lifted, it is necessary to press and hold while inserting into the groove to prevent the buckle from
touching other parts.
Head board／foot board

Buckle

When disassembling
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When assembling

4． When using the lift





When using a lift from the head side of the bed, the width dimension for clearing the legs of the
base frame is approx. 81cm.
When using a lift from the side of the bed, the clearance between the legs is about 158 with a
ground clearance of 6cm.
Since some models of the lift cannot be used, consult your dealer.
Use the lift by following the operation manual of the lift included in the lift.

6cm
About 81cm

About 158cm
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5． Side Rail and Bed Grip
1．Intended
●

Use of Side Rail

The side rail is used to prevent the patient and bedding from falling.

2．Intended use of Bed Grip
● The bed grip is intended to prevent the patient and bedding from falling, and also helps the patient
move, such as when they sit up, stand, or are being transferred from the bed. The bed grip is
attached to the head side in the direction of getting on and off the bed.
3．How

to attach the Side Rail and Bed Grip
● Insert the side rail and the bed grip in the optional mounting holes of the optional rack located on
both sides of the bed.

Side rail and bed grip

Insertion portion
Option rack
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4．Conforming

Side rail and Bed Grip




The following shows the conforming side rails and bed grips.
Please confirm if the side rail and bed grip are suitable for the length of bed.



Check the product name.
The caution label features information indicating that special care should be taken in addition to the
precautions. Do not remove or damage (soil) it.



Conforming Side Rail
Product name

Shape, dimension（cm）
Caution label

96.5

Steel

46

Side rail

Material, coating, weight

(Epoxy resin powder coating)
SR-100JJ
3.5 (kg)
Product name
Used for standard size

Caution label

90.2

Steel

46

Side rail

(Epoxy resin powder coating)
SR-100JJS
3.5 (kg)
Product name
Used for short size

Caution label

103.5

Steel

46

Side rail

(Epoxy resin powder coating)
SR-100JJL
3.5 (kg)
Product name
Used for long size
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Product name

Material, coating, weight

Shape, dimension（cm）

96.5

Caution label

46

Steel
Side rail

(Epoxy resin powder coating)

SR-106JJ

PP
3.5（kg）
Product name
Used for standard size
Caution label

76

Steel
46

Side rail

(Epoxy resin powder coating)

SR-300JJ
3.0 (kg)
Product name

Suit for all size
Caution label

76

46

Natural wood
Side rail

Steel pipe

SR-300

Urethane paint

Wood JJ

Epoxy resin powder coating
Product name

4.0（kg）

Suit for all size

Caution label

116

Steel

46

Side rail

(Epoxy resin powder coating)
SR-800JJ
4.5 (kg)
Product name
Used for standard size
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Product name

Shape, dimension（cm）

Material, coating, weight

100

Natural wood

Side rail

46

Steel pipe
Urethane paint

SR-W1JJ

Epoxy resin powder coating
acrylic
Caution label

Product name

6.5 (kg)

Used for standard size

93.3

Natural wood

Side rail

46

Steel pipe
Urethane paint

SR-W1JJS

Epoxy resin powder coating
acrylic
Caution label

Product name

6.5 (kg)

Used for short size

Caution label

46

59

Steel

Side rail
(Epoxy resin powder coating)
SR-351JJ
2.5 (kg)
Product name
Suit for all size
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Conforming Bed Grip
Product name

Shape, dimension（cm）

Material, coating, weight

46

117.5

Steel

Bed grip
(Epoxy resin powder coating)
SE-07JJ

7.0（kg）
Caution label／product name
Used for standard and long size

46

106

Steel
Bed grip
(Epoxy resin powder coating)
SE-05JJ

7.0（kg）
Caution label／product name
Caution label

Suit for all size

46

117.5

Steel

Bed grip
(Epoxy resin powder coating)
GR-510
Caution・operation label

7.0（kg）

／product side
Used for standard and long size

46

105.8

Steel
Bed grip
(Epoxy resin powder coating)
GR-510S
Caution ・ operation
label／product side

Suitable for short size
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7.0（kg）

5．Combination of side rail and bed grip
●



According to the size of bed， the combination of side rail and bed grip will be different when used
together.

The following side rails and side rails, and the combination of grips and side rails, will
cause gaps that can pinch the body (head, neck, etc.) when used side by side. Do not use
the following combinations marked with 「×」.

Combination of standard size

Side rail

Bed grip

SR-100JJ

SR-106JJ

SR-300JJ

SR-300 Wood JJ

SR-W1JJ

SR-351JJ（outward）

SR-351JJ（inward）

SE-07JJ

SE-05JJ

GR-510

Length of mattress：195cm

○

○

×

×

○

○

×

×

×

×

○

○

×

×

○

○

×

×

×

×

×

×

○

○

×

○

○

○

×

○

×

×

○

○

×

○

○

○

×

○

SR-100JJ

Side rail

SR-106JJ

SR-300JJ

SR-300 Wood JJ
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Combination of standard size

Side rail

Bed grip

SR-100JJ

SR-106JJ

SR-300JJ

SR-300 Wood JJ

SR-W1JJ

SR-351JJ（outward）

SR-351JJ（inward）

SE-07JJ

SE-05JJ

GR-510

Length of mattress：195cm

○

○

×

×

○

○

×

×

×

×

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

×

×

×

×

×

○

○

×

×

×

×

×

○

○

×

○

○

×

×

×

×

×

○

×

×

×

○

○

×

○

×

SR-W1JJ

SR-351JJ
Side rail

※Install outwards

The middle of bed

※Install inwards

The middle of bed
SE-07JJ

Bed grip

SE-05JJ

GR-510
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Combination of short size

Side rail

Bed grip

SR-100JJS

SR-300JJ

SR-300 Wood JJ

SR-W1JJS

SR-351JJ（outward）

SR-351JJ（inward）

SE-05JJ

GR-510S

Length of mattress：181cm

○

×

×

×

○

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

○

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

○

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

○

×

×

×

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

SR-100JJS

SR-300JJ

Side rail

SR-300 Wood JJ

SR-W1JJS

SR-351JJ
※Install outwards

The middle of bed

※Install inwards

The middle of bed
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Combination of short size

Side rail

Bed grip

SR-300 Wood JJ

SR-W1JJS

SR-351JJ（outward）

SR-351JJ（inward）

×

×

×

○

×

×

×

×

×

○

×

GR-510S

SR-300JJ

×

SE-05JJ

SR-100JJS

Length of mattress：181cm

Bed grip

SE-05JJ

GR-510S

Combination of long size

Side rail

Bed grip

SR-100JJL

SR-300JJ

SR-300 Wood JJ

SR-351JJ（outward）

SR-351JJ（inward）

SE-07JJ

SE-05JJ

GR-510

Length of mattress：209cm

○

×

×

○

×

×

×

×

×

○

○

○

○

×

×

×

×

○

○

○

○

×

×

×

SR-100JJL

SR-300JJ

SR-300 wood JJ
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Combination of long size

Side rail

Bed grip

SR-100JJL

SR-300JJ

SR-300 Wood JJ

SR-351JJ（outward）

SR-351JJ（inward）

SE-07JJ

SE-05JJ

GR-510

Length of mattress：209cm

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

×

○

○

○

○

×

×

×

×

×

×

○

×

×

×

×

○

×

×

×

×

○

×

SR-351JJ

Side rail

※Install outwards

The middle of bed

※Install inwards

The middle of bed
SE-07JJ

Bed grip

SE-05JJ

GR-510
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6．Precautions regards side rail and bed grip
●

The following shows the common precautions regarding the side rail and bed grip.

Gap with head

Head board

board
Gap with the foot board

Side rail
Foot board
Gap between side rails when
they are used side by side

Cautions regarding the gaps generated when attached to the bed

Patients may climb over the side rail or bed grip and subsequently fall
from the bed and be injured.
In particular, when combined with a thick mattress (such as an air
mattress), the height of the side rail and the bed grip becomes
relatively low. Be careful not to climb over the side rail and bed grip.
Use a mattress of the specified thickness. Make sure that the side rail
and the bed grip are higher than the center line of the body (a line
connecting the nose and navel) when the patient is lying in a lateral
position.
Otherwise, patients may fall from the bed and be injured.

Depending on the combination with the bed, a gap is generated. Be
careful not to get parts of the patient’s body (arms, legs, neck, etc.)
from becoming caught in the gaps.
When parts of the patient’s body are caught and wedged, it may cause a disability
or a life-threatening situation.

In addition, we recommend use of safety-related products, brackets
and cushions for the side rail and bed grip, according to the patient's
condition and/or symptoms. Be especially careful with patients who
cannot retain their posture by themselves.
Be careful not to lean over the side rail or bed grip, and avoid body compression.
If you lean over the side rail or bed grip, your body will be compressed, which may lead to injury and/or create a
life-threatening situation.
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Note that a gap is generated between the bed and the side rail and
bed grip when only one side rail or bed grip is used.
Be especially careful with the patients who cannot retain their
posture by themselves.
Be sure to note that the patient’s body may be caught in the gap
between the mattress and the side rail or bed grip when the upper
body platform is raised.

Gap

Gap

We recommend use of the dedicated side rail to prevent the patient
from falling. Also, for patients who are likely to fall, it may be
necessary to cover the entire bed side with side rails.
When the side rail or bed grip is used while the patient is sleeping, warn the patient that "the
side rail or bed grip is in the upright position."
The patient may forget that the side rail or bed grip is there. Remind the patient where the side rail and/or bed grip
are before bedtime.

Be careful of the side rail and bed grip when getting on and off the bed. When getting on and off
the bed, secure a foothold and move slowly and surely.
Clothing may be caught by the side rail or bed grip, and cause a serious accident if the patient tumbles or falls.

Do not apply excessive force to the side rail or bed grip by standing
or sitting on it, or do not use it in an abnormal way. Also, do not get
off the bed by climbing over the side rail or bed grip.
Otherwise, the side rail or bed grip may be damaged or the patient may tumble or
fall, and an accident may result.

Be careful not to put parts of the patient's body (arms, legs, neck,
etc.) in the gaps of the side rail or bed grip. Otherwise, parts of the
patient’s body may be caught when the bed is moving, such as when
the upper body is being raised.
Be especially careful with patients who may act unpredictably on
the bed, and patients who cannot avoid hazardous conditions by
themselves. Also, when using the side rail or bed grip for such
patients, to prevent accidents, fill the gaps with cushions and
blankets. Also, while cleaning and changing the sheets, be careful
not to pinch the patient's hands or fingers.
There is a risk of injury due to being pinched.

Do not use the side rail or bed grip for infants. Always use the dedicated bed for infants.
Otherwise, infants may fall through the gaps of the lattice of the side rail or bed grip.
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When attaching the side rail or bed grip to the bed, be sure to insert
it at the two positions.
If the side rail or bed grip is not correctly inserted, it will be unstable and may
cause an accident.

Do not apply excessive force; instead, insert/remove the side rail in
parallel.
Forcibly inserting/removing may cause breakage.

If the part being inserted becomes loose or unstable after long-term
use, etc., contact the dealer or our customer service staff.
Continuing to use the unstable side rail or bed grip may cause an unexpected
accident.

Be careful with the patients who cannot maintain a seated posture by themselves.
If a patient who cannot maintain a seated posture while the bed back is raised collapses on the side rail or bed grip,
a serious accident may occur due to strangulation.

Do not apply excessive force to the side rail or bed grip such as
holding it to move the bed.
An excessive force is applied, and breakage may result.

Do not use this in any combination other than the one specified in the instruction manual.
The customer should never attempt to repair or modify the side rail or bed grip; otherwise an
unexpected accident may result. Always ask the dealer or our customer service staff to carry out
repairs.
Otherwise, an unexpected accident may result.

Perform periodic inspections to check for product abnormalities and to prevent inadvertent
injuries.

7．Maintenance information of side rail and bed grip
If you notice the following abnormalities in the side rail or bed grip, stop using it immediately, and ask
the dealer or our customer service staff to carry out repair.






The insertion portion is abnormally unsteady.
The side rail or bed grip comes off the bed easily.
The moving bar cannot be fixed correctly.
The moving bar cannot be released.
It seems abnormal in any way.
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６． About Mattress
●

Please use mattress whose dimension is suitable for the bed

Width：91cm
Length：181 cm／195cm／209cm
Min.thickness：3cm
Maz.thickness：19cm

Size of compatible
mattress

7． Specifications
AC100 V

Rated voltage
Electrical rating

Rated frequency

50／60 Hz

Rated power consumption

115W（continuous operating time two minutes）

a：Width (max. outer diameter dimension)

100cm

b：: Length between leveling pads
(Distance between the mounting positions of

165cm

the legs)
c：Height of the platform
(From floor to upper surface of platform)

25～64cm（when using fixed feet）
25～64cm（when using caster）
（stroke：39cm）

Bed dimensions
d：From the upper surface of the platform to

41.5cm

the top of the head board
e：From the upper surface of the platform to the

41.5cm

top of the foot board

f：Length (max. outer diameter dimension)

Short：195.5cm
Standard：209.5cm
Long ：223.5cm

α：Max. tilt angle of upper body

72°

β：Max. tilt angle of leg (knee) section

ＭFB-930：40°
MFB-920： 0°

Upper body, leg (Knee)
section
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Shape of main body
Steel pipe, steel plate, aluminum
Frame

epoxy resin powder coating
Resin molding

Platform

polypropylene resin, antibacterial agent mixed

Fixed feet

About 91kg

Caster

About 91kg

Material

Weight

Length of power cord

4.0m from motor exit
mounting height 6cm

Fixed feet
Resin molding
Foot part

mounting height 6cm
Diameter of caster 5cm
Resin molding

Caster

Max weight of user

1350N（about 135kg）

Safe working load

1700N（about170kg）
Width：91cm
Length：181 cm／195cm／209cm
Min. thickness：3cm
Max. thickness：19cm
Weight：under 20kg

Thickness and weight of
compatible mattress

Noise

Under 80dB(A) （※pass the noise test of JIS T9254 9.9）

※ If the weight of the mattress exceeds 20 kg, the total weight of mattress and patient should be max.
155 kg. Provided that, the weight of the patient is limited to 135 kg at maximum.
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8． Care
When conducting maintenance of the bed, pay attention to following:

Pull out the power plug from the outlet when performing
maintenance.
Otherwise, an electric shock may result.

To prevent dust collecting on the power plug, periodically pull out
the power plug from the outlet, and wipe away dust on the pins and
the mounting surface using a dry cloth.
If dust is collecting on the power plug, or the power plug is not firmly inserted
into the wall socket, it may cause an electric shock and/or fire.

Do not directly wash using water during maintenance.
Doing so may cause an electric shock or a malfunction.

The customer should never attempt to carry out repairs or
modifications.
Doing so may cause a fire, electric shock or a malfunction.

Perform inspections periodically. If any screws are loose, tighten them. Also, do not use
damaged screws.
Otherwise, an accident may result.

Before storing the bed, set the upper body and leg platforms to their flat position, and move the
bed to the lowest position. Otherwise, a malfunction may occur. Also, pull out the power plug
from the outlet.
Do not use thinner, benzine, gasoline or other substances containing
organic solvents, or polishing agents, bleach, etc. to wipe off stains.
Before using a commercial cleaner, test it on an inconspicuous
place.
Use of cleaners may cause discoloration, deterioration, or damage to the product.

Do not store the bed in locations subject to high temperatures, high humidity, or dust.
Otherwise, a malfunction may occur.

Do not place the bed sideways, or lean it against a wall.
Otherwise, an accident or malfunction may result.
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Wipe the bed frame using a soft, dry cloth. For tough stains, wipe them off using domestic cleaners
or soapy water, and then using a soft, dry cloth. Never use volatile substances. Failure to do so may
cause discoloration or deterioration.





Do not wipe the bed frame (including wooden parts) using water; instead, use a soft, dry cloth.
Ensure the screws are not loose from time to time. If screws are loose, tighten them.
When cleaning the bed control handset, always pull out the power plug. Do not use solvents or
undiluted detergents; instead, use a wrung cloth dampened with a diluted neutral detergent. Let the
bed control handset dry for a sufficient amount of time, and then insert the power plug into the wall
socket. Always check its operation.
To prevent dust collecting on the power plug, pull out the power plug regularly and wipe the pins
and the mounting surface using a dry cloth.



9． Inspections
To maintain the original performance of the electrical bed and side rail, etc. for a prolonged period of
time, adequate maintenance is required. It is the buyer who must grasp the status of the bed the best,
and must perform adequate maintenance, including daily inspection.
The bed consists of many parts, and deterioration and wear of parts progress with time as the bed is
used. Performing regular inspections will help prevent serious problems from occurring and enable
patients to use the bed safely.
1．Appearance inspection items
During these inspections, damage and deformation of the appearance are checked visually or by hand.
 Check the head board, foot board, platforms, legs, side rail, and bed grip for abnormalities.
 Check that the screws, pins, and retaining parts are installed securely.
 Check that the label is attached, and that the operation manual is in hand.
 Check that the cord and case of the electrical components (bed control handset, motor) are not
damaged.
2．Operation Inspection Items
Connect the main unit to an outlet, and perform various
operations with the bed control handset.
 Check that the displays and lamps display as specified.
 Check that if the function and actions are abnormal


Check that the displays and lamps display as specified.

If you find a defect while using or checking the bed, first do not use or stop using the bed, and report
details of the failure to the dealer or our customer service staff and request repairs.
the customer should never attempt to repair problems.
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3．Inspection and Adjustment
To use the product safely for a prolonged period of time, perform the following inspections and
adjustments.

Grease up
Apply grease to movable parts. Basically, greasing is not required if no abnormal noises are being
generated.
（A）Rotating portions of gatch motor (four locations)
（B）Pins connecting the high-low link and base frame (four locations)
（C）A pin connecting auxiliary damper when the back is falling.（one location）
（D）Pins at the linking position（one location）
（E）Pins connecting the lift motor (two locations)
Inspection of Screws
Depending on the use conditions, screws may become loose causing the bed to shake. Check the
following screws.
（F）Pins of leg rising link（two locations at the bottom）
（G）Safety color mounting screw（two locations at the bottom）
（H）Mounting pin of accessory frame H/F（two locations）
（Ｉ）Pins of supporting stay（Check if lock）
（J）Fixed screw（two locations at the bottom）
Check of Cords
Please check if any cord is damaged.
（K）Cord of remote control
（L）Power cord
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10． Consumable parts
The bed consists of service parts and consumable parts. Parts are available for 8 years after the end of
manufacturing and sales of the bed. The following shows the major consumable parts of this bed.
Depending on usage, the service life may be shorter.

Part name

Possible cause of failure


The cord is disconnected because a larger load than expected is applied when the cord
is wound around the side rail, etc.

Remote control



The cord is disconnected because it is dragged along the floor.

（Including cord）



The cord is disconnected when someone steps on it.



The bed control handset or settings controller is broken when it is operated with other
than a finger.

● The cord is disconnected or the power plug is broken because the bed is moved while
Power cord
the power plug is still plugged into the wall socket.

Motor



The motor is broken because it is used in a condition exceeding the safe use load.

● Spacers and pins are worn because a larger load than expected is applied repeatedly, or
Spacer and pin
because oil ran out.

Caster



The caster is broken because the bed is moved forcibly while the caster is locked.



The lock mechanism is broken when the lock is used while the bed is moving, instead
of brake.

11． Service life
Service life refers to a period of time that the quality and safety can be maintained by repeatedly
replacing and repairing consumable parts. The service life is eight years if the specified maintenance
and inspections are performed, and the product is used in specified conditions. This period may vary
according to maintenance and inspection conditions.
※ The service life is not a warranty period.
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12． Troubleshooting
If the bed does not operate appropriately, check the following items before requesting repairs. If the
problem persists even after referring to the manual, stop using the bed immediately, remove the power
plug from the outlet, and ask the dealer or our customer service staff to carry out repairs.
Symptom

Check Items

Countermeasures

Is the power plug inserted into the
Insert the power plug into the outlet.

outlet?
Is the plug of remote control separate

Insert the plug of remote control into the

from the outlet?

outlet.

Does the tip of the bed control handset

Insert the tip of the bed control handset

cord come off the insertion port?

cord into the insertion port.

The bed does not move although the bed
control handset button is pressed.
(All functions inoperable.)

It is dangerous if the power cord or the
Is the power cord or the bed control

bed control handset cord is crushed, or

handset cord broken?

the coating is torn.
Pull off the power plug out of the outlet,
and request repairs.

Is the safety switch mark located in the
back side of the bed control handset in
the OFF position?

Once the remote control button is
pressed, the standby indicator flashes

Turn the safety switch mark to ON using
the switching wrench.

Is the emergency release lever in the

Return the release lever to the original

"Release" position?

position.

Please contact the distributor or our service center.

Are there any obstacles around the
bed?

Remove any existing obstacles.

The bed can’t rise and fall.
Is the bed overloaded?

Please confirm and control it within the
safe use load.
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Symptom

Check Items
Is the bedding or blankets caught

The platform does not become flat.

between the platform and the side
frame?

Countermeasures

Lift up the platform slightly, and remove
the caught object.

Are any screws loose?

Tighten the mounting screw securely.

Are the head board and foot board

Install the head board and foot board

installed correctly?

correctly.

Is there any fixed pin loosened?

Please check if there is any fixed pin

The bed rattles.

loosened. If so, please insert it well.

Is the option rack locked?

Please ensure the option rack is pulled
out before locking.

Is the bed assembled securely?

Contact the dealer or our customer
service staff.
It is dangerous if the power cord or the
bed control handset cord is crushed, or

Is the power cord or the bed control
handset cord broken?
The bed works abnormal.

There is noise when the bed is rising and
falling.

the coating is torn.
Pull off the power plug out of the outlet,
and request repairs.

Please confirm the angle of motor
showing on the remote control?

If the angle shows something abnormal,
please reset the remote control.

Do you hear a beep when operating
the remote control?

Please reset the remote control.

Check the temperature of the room.
When the temperature is very low,
there will be noise coming from motor.
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Please keep the room temperature at
normal temperature (15-35 ℃).
Or, when the temperature is low, please
repeat the lifting action for 2 or 3 times,
which will effectively reduce the noise.

13．



If the upper body or leg platform stops at the raised position due to a
power outage or failure

After power recovery, the remote control can be operated again, but the remote control must be
reset before operation.
When the bed body stops during the back board and foot board are rising due to power failure, the
rising back board and foot board can be restored to the horizontal position. (※ lifting function
cannot be released.)
① Seen from the head side, the emergency switch is on the right ,at the side of gatch motor.
② When operating the emergency switch, please try to operate it when there is no one on the
bed. If the emergency switch is operated, there may be a sudden fall. When one person
supports the bed board, ask another person to operate the emergency switch.
③ Turn in the direction of the arrow as shown in the figure to lower the bed board.

Head side

Foot side

Emergency switch

release
Release of back board

release
Release of foot board

release

Release of back and foot board

Again
release

④

After the bed board restored to the horizontal position, please reset the emergency switch and
remote control.

Because the bed board will fall suddenly when operating the emergency switch, please confirm
the safety of the person on the bed and the surrounding area.
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14． After sales service
Warranty card and warranty period
● Warranty card
After filling in the designated items and checking the contents, store them in a safe place.
● When repair is requested during the warranty period
We will repair according to the contents of the warranty.
 When requesting repairs after the warranty period
If it can be used after repair, it will be repaired for a fee if desired.
When asking for repair
Before requesting repairs, read the operation manual carefully, and perform inspection again. If the
error persists, contact the dealer or our customer service staff.
Information needed: Address, name, telephone number, model name, dealer,
date of purchase, description of failure or error (as detailed as possible)
Customer service
Although rigid inspections are performed before our products are delivered, if you discover a failure,
contact the dealer or our customer service staff.

Customer Service

Toll-free dial: 0120-39-2824

Open from 9 a.m. to 12 a.m. And 13 p.m. to 17 p.m., Monday to Friday
(except on Saturdays and Sundays, Year-end and New Year holidays, and other holidays specified by the company)

Manufacturer: France Bed Co., Ltd.
1148 Nakagami-cho, Akishima City, Tokyo 196-0022
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